1 Introduction

Controlling the crystal shape of organic molecules is crucial for process optimization in a wide range of industries, in particular in the pharmaceutical industry. Active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) are commonly produced as crystal powders purified by crystallization from solution in stirred suspension crystallizers. The resulting crystal shape affects among other properties the filterability, tabletability, and bio-availability of the drug product. Hence, control of the crystal shape is crucial in the manufacturing of pharmaceutical compounds.1,2

Experimental methods aimed at determining the crystal shape are often expensive and cumbersome. For this reason optimizing the crystallization conditions to obtain the desired crystal shape can be a laborious trial-and-error endeavor. Obtaining insight into the growth process at the molecular level would be useful to make a rational choice for the crystallization conditions.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have recently emerged as a useful tool to obtain atomistic insight into crystal growth.3–10 In particular, the work of Salvalaglio et al.11 showed the usefulness of MD simulations for the paradigmatic case of urea. In that work, the growth rate was calculated and the growth mechanisms, rough growth or two dimensional (2D) nucleation, were identified from simulations in which the crystal surface of interest was exposed to a supersaturated solution. Afterwards, the crystal shape was predicted based on the relative growth rates of the different crystal faces.12

The present work is dedicated to the study of naphthalene crystal growth in ethanol solution under different supersaturations.13,14 After urea, naphthalene is a step further towards the simulation of systems as complex as real life APIs.

The study of crystal growth of naphthalene using MD simulations presents at least two major challenges. First, the growth rates of the slowest growing crystal faces of naphthalene are so small, that growth of new layers is not observable within the timescale of a standard MD simulation (∼1 μs). To overcome the simulation time limitation we employ well-tempered metadynamics (WTMD), which is a well established enhanced sampling method for the study of rare events.

Secondly, the strong finite size effects hamper direct comparison with experiments. For instance, typical experiments are performed at approximately constant supersaturation while standard MD simulations are unable to maintain such conditions.8,11 The finite size effects are addressed using the constant chemical potential molecular dynamics (CμMD) method developed by Perego et al.,16 which maintains a constant supersaturation in the region adjacent to the crystal. With this simulation setup, relative growth rates of faces growing in the 2D nucleation regime can be obtained as a function of supersaturation.
2 Methods

2.1 Chemical potential control

In this section, we briefly summarize the CµMD method. The main features of this method are schematically depicted in Fig. 1: the system has periodic boundary conditions in all directions and is segmented along the z-axis into one reservoir, two control regions, as well as transition regions which surround the crystal slab. The slab is oriented such that the face of interest is exposed to the solution along the z-axis.

The method works as follows: two forces, \( F_{\text{L}} \) and \( F_{\text{R}} \), are introduced in order to control the flux of molecules between the reservoir and the left and right control regions, respectively. Each force acts along the z-axis at a distance \( D_i \) from the crystal surface position \( z_s \), namely at positions \(-z_F\) and \( z_F\), where \( z_F = z_s + D_i \). The functional forms of the forces are

\[
F_{\text{L}}(z) = k(C_{\text{L}}(t) - C_{0,\text{L}})G_\omega(z, -z_F),
\]

\[
F_{\text{R}}(z) = k(C_{\text{R}}(t) - C_{0,\text{R}})G_\omega(z, -z_F),
\]

where \( t \) is the time, \( C_{\text{L}}(t) \) and \( C_{\text{R}}(t) \) denote the instantaneous solute concentrations in the left and right control regions, while \( C_{0,\text{L}} \) and \( C_{0,\text{R}} \) are the predefined set-values of these concentrations. \( k \) is a force constant, and \( G_\omega(z, z_F) \) corresponds to the bell-shaped function defined as

\[
G_\omega(z, z_F) = \frac{1}{4\omega} \left[ 1 + \cosh \left( \frac{z - z_F}{\omega} \right) \right]^{-1},
\]

whose height and width are controlled by the parameter \( \omega \).

The idea behind the method is that depending on the concentration in the control regions at time \( t \), \( F_i \) will accelerate the molecules towards or away from the control regions. In this way, the concentration in the control regions can be kept constant. Further details on the CµMD method and the parameter optimization used in this work are reported in ref. 16.

2.2 Metadynamics

The crystal growth rate depends on the growing crystallographic plane and the solution supersaturation. In the case of naphthalene, even at high supersaturations, the growth of certain faces takes place in timescales much longer than those that can be afforded using standard MD simulations. A variety of different enhanced sampling techniques exist which can be applied to bring the growth event within the timescale of the simulation, like umbrella sampling, adaptive biasing force, or crystal-adiabatic free energy dynamics, to name a few. Here, we shall use WTMetaD. In this approach, a bias potential \( V(s,t) \) that evolves in time is constructed as a function of a small number of collective variables (CVs) \( s \), which are functions of the atomic coordinates. The objective of \( V(s,t) \) is to discourage frequently visited configurations and aid the system to surmount free energy barriers. \( V(s,t) \) is defined as a sum of Gaussian functions of height \( W \) and width \( \sigma \). \( V(s,t) \) converges asymptotically to

\[
V(s,t) = -\left( 1 - \frac{1}{\gamma} \right) F(s) + c(t).
\]

where \( F(s) \) is the free energy surface (FES); \( \gamma \) is the so called bias factor, which takes a value greater than 1, and dictates how fast the height of the Gaussian functions decays with time. The time dependent energy offset \( c(t) \) is independent on \( s \). The FES can be calculated as a function of a different set of CVs \( s' \) using the reweighting procedure described in ref. 21. The interested reader is referred to ref. 15 and 20 for further details on WTMetaD.

2.3 Surface layer crystallinity

An important ingredient of WTMetaD is the choice of CVs. The CVs are typically non-linear functions of the atomic coordinates and describe the progress (state) of the process under study. In the case of crystallization, a reasonable choice is to use as CV the number of crystalline molecules in the growing layer. This CV would enhance both the growth and the dissolution of a single layer on the surface of the seed crystal. Here, we shall use a simple yet effective modification of the CV described in ref. 8 to localize the CV to the growing surface layer.

The CV should be able to account for the fact that molecules have a different environment in solution and in the crystal. Molecules in solution are characterized by a small coordination number and almost random relative orientation of the neighbors. On the other hand, molecules in the crystal have higher coordination numbers and are aligned with...
respect to their neighbors. With this in mind, we define the surface layer crystallinity of solute molecule $i$ as

$$s_{slc,i} = \phi_i \rho_i,$$  

(5)

where the function $\phi_i$ localizes the CV to the surface layer, $\rho_i$ describes the local density, and $\theta_i$ the local order.

The CV $s_{slc,i}$ needs to be continuous and differentiable. Function $\phi_i$ is defined for each solute molecule $i$ to have a non-zero value if solute molecule $i$ is located within the surface layer. Defining the $z$-axis as perpendicular to the crystal surface, $\phi_i$ takes the form

$$\phi_i = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\sigma_\zeta (z_i - \zeta_i)}},$$  

(6)

where $z_i$ is the position of molecule $i$ along the $z$-axis, $\zeta_c$ and $\zeta_i$ determine the boundaries of the surface layer, while $\sigma_\zeta$ and $\sigma_l$ define the steepness of $\phi_i$ individually on the crystal and on the liquid side of the surface layer. Fig. 2a shows a snapshot of a simulation box of the $\{001\}$ face of naphthalene in which the surface layer is shaded in red. The $\phi_i$ as a function of $z_i$ for this configuration is shown below.

The local density $\rho_i$ is defined with the following rational switching function

$$\rho_i = \frac{1 - \left(\frac{n_i}{n_{\text{cut}}}\right)^a}{1 - \left(\frac{n_i}{n_{\text{cut}}}\right)^b}. $$  

(7)

where $n_i$ is the coordination number of molecule $i$, $n_{\text{cut}}$ a predefined threshold value, and $a$ a parameter that determines the steepness of the switching function. If $n_i$ surpasses $n_{\text{cut}}$, $\rho_i$ tends to 1, whereas otherwise it tends to 0; $n_i$ is defined as

$$n_i = \sum_{j \neq i} f_{ij},$$  

(8)

where $N$ is the number of solute molecules in the system and $f_{ij}$ is defined for solute molecule pairs $i$ and $j$ as

$$f_{ij} = \frac{1 - \left(\frac{r_{ij}}{r_{\text{cut}}}\right)^a}{1 - \left(\frac{r_{ij}}{r_{\text{cut}}}\right)^b}. $$  

(9)

Function $\phi_i$, which was introduced in eqn (6), provides non-zero values only for neighboring molecules $j$ within the surface layer. The distance between the molecule pair is given by $r_{ij}$ and $r_{\text{cut}}$ is the cutoff for the calculation of the coordination number.

Now we turn to describe the part of $s_{slc,j}$ that characterizes the local order. The orientation in space of each molecule is characterized by a vector $l$. In the case of naphthalene, $l$ is defined along the long axis of the molecule, see Fig. 2b. The relative orientation between solute molecules $i$ and $j$ is characterized through an angle $\theta_{ij}$ defined as $\cos \theta_{ij} = l_i^a(l_j^a)^b$. In Fig. 2c we show the probability density function of $\cos \theta_{ij}$ for neighbors $ij$ inside the cutoff $r_{\text{cut}}$ both for the liquid and the crystalline phase of naphthalene. The histogram shows four well defined peaks, each peak corresponding to one of the
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reference angles $\bar{\theta}_e$ present in the crystal. We can now define the local order in eqn (5) as

$$\Theta_i = \frac{1}{n_i} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} \sum_{\kappa=1}^{K} f_{ij} \exp\left\{ \frac{(\theta_{ij} - \bar{\theta}_e)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

where $\sigma_e$ is the width of the angular distribution associated to $\bar{\theta}_e$, $K$ denotes the total number of reference angles occurring in the crystal. The purpose of $f_{ij}$ in eqn (10) is to restrict the summation on $j$ only to the neighbors within $r_{cut}$. Also, dividing by $n_i$ normalizes $\Theta_i$ in the interval $[0, 1]$. Values of $\Theta_i$ close to 0 correspond to an environment where neighbors are aligned according to the reference angles $\bar{\theta}_e$, while values of $\Theta_i$ close to 0 characterize environments with random orientations relative to their neighbors.

The combined effect of $\phi_i$, $\rho_{ij}$ and $\Theta_i$ leads to a crystallinity measure $s_{slc,i}$ that takes into account both density and order around the molecule $i$ within the surface layer. Taking the sum over all $N$ solute molecules of the system leads to the surface layer crystallinity

$$s_{slc} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} s_{slc,i},$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

which quantifies the crystallinity of the growing layer and avoids distortions of the bulk liquid as well as the bulk crystal in biased simulations by the use of the function $\phi_i$. In Fig. 2d we show probability density functions (PDFs) of $s_{slc,i}$ for a fully liquefied layer and for a fully grown crystal layer. It is clear from the figure that $s_{slc,i}$ distinguishes well these two states.

2.4 Biased collective variable

Although $s_{slc}$ could have been used to construct the WTMetaD bias potential, we found it beneficial to use a slightly different CV. This is due to the fact that the two minima in the FES corresponding to the fully dissolved layer (A) and fully grown layer (B) have rather different widths (see the illustrative scheme in Fig. 3a). In particular basin A is rather narrow and close to the boundary of the CV. The first feature requires the use of very narrow Gaussians. These narrow Gaussians are totally unnecessary in the filling of basin B and thus convergence is slowed down. On the other hand, the closeness of basin A to the boundary creates artificial effects.$^{23,24}$

In order to solve these problems, we could have used the variable Gaussian width approach of Branduardi et al.$^{25}$ Here instead we prefer to use a much simpler fixup. We use as CV not directly $s_{slc}$ but the power law modification

$$s = s_{slc}^\gamma,$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

where the exponent $\gamma < 1$ is chosen to make the two minima approximately equally broad. A qualitative example of the effect of this change of CV is shown in Fig. 3b. Not only are the two minima similarly broad but the minimum at A has been pushed fundamentally from the $s = 0$ border. Adapting the CV in this way leads to an improved sampling of the low crystallinity states, while not affecting the sampling of high crystallinity states in an undesired manner.

The parameters used for $s_{slc}$, $s$, and WTMetaD are tabulated in the ESI.$^\dagger$

2.5 Force fields

The general AMBER force field (GAFF)$^{26,27}$ was used for naphthalene and ethanol. Both types of molecules have a fully atomic description. For naphthalene, the relaxed structure and the restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) charges$^{28}$ were calculated with Gaussian 09 (ref. 29) using the density functional theory structural optimization routine performed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level. The partial charges of the naphthalene atoms were fitted to the RESP charges. The lengths of the bonds involving hydrogen have been fixed at the equilibrium value. Details on the force field parameters of naphthalene and the force field validation can be found in the ESI.$^{30–32}$ Force field parameters of ethanol were taken from van der Spoel et al.$^{33}$

2.6 Simulation runs

All simulations were performed with Gromacs 2016.5 (ref. 35–39) patched with a private version of Plumed 2.5.$^{40}$ The temperature was set to 280 K in line with the experiments reported in ref. 13 and was kept constant with the velocity rescaling thermostat.$^{41}$ Periodic boundary conditions were used. The particle mesh Ewald approach$^{42}$ was employed for the long-range electrostatic interactions, and the LINCS algorithm$^{38,43}$ was used to constrain the bonds involving
hydrogens. The non-bonded cutoff for the van der Waals and electrostatic interactions was set to 1 nm.

For each of the three crystal faces, two concentrations of $C = 1.2 \text{ nm}^{-3}$ and $C = 1.5 \text{ nm}^{-3}$ were considered, which correspond to supersaturations of approximately $S \approx 0.5$ and $S \approx 0.9$ (see ESI† for details). The simulation boxes contained around 1300 molecules. The equilibration procedure$^{44}$ to obtain the initial configuration is reported in the ESI.† To compute the free energy barrier, simulation runs of 1 $\mu$s each were performed using WTMetaD with $s$. Application of the CμMD algorithm ensured the constancy of the chosen concentration. Simulation box visualizations of the three faces, {001}, {110}, and {201}, are shown in Fig. 4. To keep the enhanced sampling protocol simple, only the right surface was biased at supersaturated conditions. The left control region concentration was kept approximately at solubility to prevent either growth or dissolution of the left crystal surface.

During the course of the simulation, the crystal slab can experience a small random displacement. This can affect the determination of the position of the growing layer. To avoid this, the position of the center of mass of the two inner crystal layers was constrained using a harmonic potential. Further details can be found in the ESI.†

3 Results

3.1 Steady state crystal shapes

The goal of this work is to predict the steady state crystal shape of naphthalene grown from an ethanol solution. The first step in this direction is to calculate the free energy barrier, $\Delta F_{hkl}^{\ast}$, for the growth of each face.$^{11}$ We shall calculate $\Delta F_{hkl}^{\ast}$ from the WTMetaD simulations.

We describe a typical simulation taking as example the face {001} at concentration $C = 1.5 \text{ nm}^{-3}$. In Fig. 5a, we show the time evolution of the CV used in WTMetaD, namely $s$. During the simulation the system explores configurations in which the crystal layer is grown and dissolved. This should be compared to a standard MD simulation in which the system would remain for a much longer time in the dissolved state. From the simulation, the FES can be calculated using eqn (4) and is shown in Fig. 5b (blue curve). As expected, $F(s)$ shows two minima that correspond to the grown and dissolved states. To improve sampling a wall potential was imposed to prevent the growth of the full layer. The wall potential is shown as a red curve in Fig. 5b (see ESI† for details). Representative simulation box snapshots for the two minima are shown in Fig. 5c.

Although $F(s)$ exhibits a free energy barrier, we decided to calculate the height of the barrier using a CV with a clear physical interpretation. For this reason, we reweighted$^{21}$ our results to calculate the FES as a function of $s_{slc}$, which approximates the number of crystalline molecules in the growing layer. In Fig. 6, we show $F(s_{slc})$ for all simulations, and the corresponding values of the $\Delta F_{hkl}^{\ast}$ are summarized in Table 1. For both concentrations, $\Delta F_{[001]}^{\ast}$ is substantially larger than $\Delta F_{[110]}^{\ast}$ and $\Delta F_{[201]}^{\ast}$. Furthermore, $\Delta F_{[001]}^{\ast}$ is less

![Fig. 4](image-url) Simulation box visualization of the biased simulation setups for the three faces, {001}, {110}, and {201}. Ethanol molecules are shown in faded colors. The visual molecular dynamics (VMD) software was used to visualize the trajectories and prepare the images.$^{34}$
sensitive to changes in concentration than $\Delta F_{\{001\}}^{\ast}$ and $\Delta F_{\{201\}}^{\ast}$. For face $\{001\}$, the free energy barriers differ between the two concentrations by $\sim 2.4 \text{kJ mol}^{-1}$, while for faces $\{110\}$ and $\{201\}$ the free energy barriers differ by $\sim 5.0 \text{kJ mol}^{-1}$.

It is important to note, that the sampled $\Delta F_{hkl}^{\ast}$ are strongly affected by the finite size effects. In a small system, such as the one used in this work, the periodic boundary conditions of the simulation box induce an artificial stabilization of the emerging 2D nucleus on the surface of the crystal. This leads to an underestimation of the critical 2D nucleus size and as a consequence an underestimation of $\Delta F_{hkl}^{\ast}$. It is however possible to obtain trends which are consistent with experiments as shown in the following. Also one has to point out that here we are interested in the relative behaviors and we expect that finite size effects cancel out approximately.

Now since we have the free energy barriers, we can compute the relative growth rates for each face and concentration. For the subsequent analysis we shall assume that all faces grow at the chosen supersaturations in the 2D nucleation regime. The perpendicular growth rate of a face $\{hkl\}$ growing by 2D nucleation can be written as

$$v_{\{hkl\}} = \frac{d_{\{hkl\}}}{\tau_{\{hkl\}}}$$

\hspace{4cm} (13)

where $d_{\{hkl\}}$ is the interplanar spacing of the face and $\tau_{\{hkl\}}$ denotes the time to completely cover the crystal surface with a new layer of naphthalene molecules. Numerical values of $d_{\{hkl\}}$ are reported in the ESI. $\tau_{\{hkl\}}$ depends on the nucleation rates and edge velocities of the emerging 2D nucleus. If we assume that nucleation is the rate limiting step, then we can approximate $\tau_{\{hkl\}}$ as the reciprocal of an Arrhenius type function

$$\tau_{\{hkl\}}^{-1} = \xi \exp \left(\frac{-\Delta F_{\{hkl\}}^{\ast}}{k_B T}\right),$$

\hspace{4cm} (14)

where $\xi$ is a pre-exponential coefficient which is assumed to be the same for all faces.

![Fig. 5](image1.png) a) Time evolution of the biased CV, $s$. The orange shaded region relates to the dissolved crystal layer, while the green shaded region corresponds to the grown layer. b) Corresponding FES, $F(s)$ (blue curve), and wall potential (red curve). c) Representative simulation box snapshots of states at each minimum of the FES.

![Fig. 6](image2.png) Free energy, $F(s_{slc})$, in dependence of crystallinity of the crystal surface, $s_{slc}$. Green denotes the concentration at $C = 1.2 \text{nm}^{-3}$, and purple denotes the concentration at $C = 1.5 \text{nm}^{-3}$. 
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According to Chernov,\textsuperscript{12,47} the crystal morphology in a typical crystallization environment is determined by the crystal growth kinetics. The ratio of the perpendicular distances of faces \{hkl\} and \{h'k'l'\} from the center of mass of the crystal, \(H_{\{hkl\}}\) and \(H_{\{h'k'l'\}}\), is proportional to the ratio of the growth rates of the two faces, \(v_{\{hkl\}}\) and \(v_{\{h'k'l'\}}\):

\[
\frac{H_{\{hkl\}}}{H_{\{h'k'l'\}}} \propto \frac{v_{\{hkl\}}}{v_{\{h'k'l'\}}}. \tag{15}
\]

With the ratios \(H_{\{hkl\}}/H_{\{h'k'l'\}}\), the steady state crystal shape can be estimated for each supersaturation by solving a system of plane equations in the Cartesian coordinates.\textsuperscript{48}

For both concentrations, the predicted crystal shape is a wafer-thin rhombic prism, as shown in Fig. 7 for \(C = 1.2\ \text{nm}^{-3}\). The blue colored large surface corresponds to the slow growing \{001\} face, while the red colored thin surfaces correspond to the fast growing \{110\} face. The very fast growing \{201\} face is not present in the resulting steady state crystal shapes.

The activation energy barrier changes more rapidly with supersaturation for face \{110\} than for face \{001\}. Consequently, the ratio \(H_{\{110\}}/H_{\{001\}}\) is about three times larger for \(C = 1.5\ \text{nm}^{-3}\) than for \(C = 1.2\ \text{nm}^{-3}\). Therefore the rhombic prism is about three times thinner for this higher concentration.

The experimental steady state crystal shape at high supersaturation reported by Lovette et al. in ref. 13 shows a wafer-thin rhombic prism. Only faces \{001\} and \{110\} are present and face \{110\} grows much faster in comparison to face \{001\}. These trends are captured well by the simulation result at \(C = 1.2\ \text{nm}^{-3}\).

### 3.2 Growth mechanisms

The biased simulations also allow to gain insight into the details of the growth mechanism. One should keep in mind that the simulations were performed with small surface areas exhibiting finite size effects. However, here again we are interested into trends which are expected to be the same for larger system sizes. Fig. 8 shows the free energy surface, \(F\), as a function of the CV \(s_{\text{scr}}\), that approximates the number of crystalline naphthalene molecules in the surface layer, and CV \(N_{\text{ele}}\), i.e. the number of ethanol molecules residing in the surface layer.

We shall focus on the growth mechanism of face \{001\} first (see for instance Fig. 8a). The dissolved free energy
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Steady state crystal shape obtained from simulation at \(C = 1.2\ \text{nm}^{-3}\). The blue colored large surface corresponds to face \{001\} and the red colored thin surfaces correspond to face \{110\}.

![Fig. 8](image)

Free energy surfaces, \(F\), in dependence of \(s_{\text{scr}}\), the approximate number of crystalline naphthalene molecules in the surface layer, and \(N_{\text{ele}}\), the number of ethanol molecules in the surface layer. The white isocontours are drawn in 2.5 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) energy steps. The red lines correspond to the minimum free energy paths. Fig. 8a–f show the free energy surfaces for different faces and supersaturations.
minimum is strongly oriented along the $N_{csl}$ axis. Therefore the system will experience fluctuations in the number of ethanol molecules in the surface before starting to form a crystalline 2D nucleus. Of course, the number of naphthalene molecules in the surface is anticorrelated to the number of naphthalene molecules in the same region. Indeed, we observe in the simulation trajectories that an amorphous agglomerate of naphthalene molecules appears before the onset of crystallinity. Only at a subsequent stage the system surmounts the barrier in the $s_{slc}$ axis thus forming a crystalline 2D cluster that grows spontaneously.

From these observations we conclude that this face grows toward a two step mechanism. The first step is characterized by the formation of an amorphous agglomerate of naphthalene molecules while during the second step the molecules order into the crystalline lattice. This mechanism can be observed for both concentrations, see Fig. 8a and b. The minimum free energy path for the transformation is presented in red in the FES and is compatible with the description given above. The nudged elastic band method is used for the calculation of the minimum free energy paths.

Now we turn to describe faces $\{110\}$ and $\{201\}$ that exhibit a growth mechanism different from the one of face $\{001\}$. We analyze in particular Fig. 8c. In this case the decrease in the number of ethanol molecules in the surface occurs concomitant with the increase in the number of crystalline naphthalene molecules. This is confirmed by the atomistic trajectories in which we also observe that as soon as naphthalene molecules reach the surface, they simultaneously tend to orient according to the crystal lattice. This description is compatible with a one step mechanism different from the scenario in face $\{001\}$. From the minimum free energy paths presented in red in Fig. 8 the two different growth mechanisms can be clearly distinguished.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we have used molecular dynamics to predict the steady state crystal shape of naphthalene grown from ethanol solution at two different supersaturations. We calculated the free energy barriers for the growth of faces $\{001\}$, $\{110\}$, and $\{201\}$ using well-tempered metadynamics. In order to mimic the experimental conditions the simulations were performed at constant supersaturation using the C$^\mu$MD algorithm. From the free energy barriers we could estimate the relative growth rates and with them we predicted the steady state crystal shape. The resulting crystal shape is a wafer-thin rhombic prism, where only the $\{001\}$ and $\{110\}$ faces are present and the former face grows considerably slower. These predictions are in line with experiments.

We identified two different growth mechanisms. For the $\{001\}$ face, a two step nucleation was observed in which an amorphous agglomerate of naphthalene molecules has to form before the molecules arrange into the crystalline lattice. For the $\{110\}$ and $\{201\}$ faces the growth occurs with a concerted agglomeration and orientation of naphthalene molecules in the crystalline 2D nucleus.

The framework developed to enhance the growth of a single naphthalene crystal layer under constant supersaturation can be adapted to study the growth of more complicated organic molecules like APIs.
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